
About Startup:

Hadplus is an online marketplace for Out of Home (OOH – Billboard /Digital
screen) advertising in India with a vision to transform the industry. The startup aims
to make the OOH sector more organized, fraud-free and provide better services to
both advertisers and OOH media owners.

With the rise of digitalization and the need for businesses to reach their target
audience effectively, Hadplus provides a unique solution to the OOH advertising
sector. The platform connects advertisers with media owners in a transparent and
efficient manner, making it easier for businesses to reach their target audience
through OOH advertising.

Website: hadplus.in

What we’re looking for:

We are seeking a talented and experienced UI/UX Designer to join our growing team. The
ideal candidate should have a passion for creating intuitive and engaging user experiences, a
strong understanding of design principles, and a portfolio demonstrating exceptional design
skills.

Eligibility Criteria

● A good experience in UI/UX Designs.
● Strong portfolio demonstrating exceptional design skills and a deep understanding

of UI/UX design principles.
● Proficient in design tools like Figma, Adobe Illustrator, etc.
● Experience conducting user research and testing.
● Excellent communication and collaboration skills.

Selected candidates will carry out the following responsibilities

● Collaborate with cross-functional teams to understand product requirements and translate

them into user-centered designs.

● Create wireframes, prototypes, and high-fidelity visual designs for web and mobile

applications.

● Conduct user research and testing to validate design solutions and make informed design

decisions.

● Stay up-to-date with the latest design trends and technologies and bring new ideas and

concepts to the team.

Duration- 2 Months

Commitment- Full Time preferred, but part timers can also apply.

Stipend- 8000-12000/month (negotiable as per work)

Additional Perks-



i. PPO/ Extension for further internships
ii. Flexible work hours
iii. Industry Exposure

Contact Details:
Contact Person: Ankush Yadav
Contact Number: (+91) 90245 03686
email ID: ankushyadav07@outlook.com

mailto:ankushyadav07@outlook.com

